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SOUTHEASTERN CONSTRUCTION & DIXIE SOUTHERN ACQUIRES NEW CAMBCO
CAMBERING MACHINE FOR STEEL FABRICATION
Mulberry, FL - May 4, 2022 - Southeastern Construction and its subsidiary company, Dixie Southern, has acquired a new
CAMBCO cambering machine to add to their full line of steel fabrication machinery. Adding this machine to their in-house
capabilities allows them to be more competitive and reduce costs for their clients.
They have purchased the CAMBCO 1170 model that features a high level of reserve capacity and is used for cambering
structural shapes. This machinery will be an integral part of the structural steel fabrication process, eliminating the need to
sub-contract this service.

“Southeastern Construction and Dixie Southern are eager to offer the new beam cambering machine as an in-house service
for structural steel fabrications,” stated James Green, Business Development Manager. “This helps set us apart from other
companies that outsource this service and allows us to offer structural steel fabrications at a better price.”
Southeastern Construction, founded in 1972, serves EPCs and general contractors in the power generation, waste to
energy, mining, oil, gas, chemical, agriculture, pulp and paper industries. They fabricate process buildings, pipe racks,
access steel, equipment supports, and miscellaneous steel. The industrial company is AISC certified, AWS certified, ASME
accredited, and an ISNetworld member contractor. The steel fabricating facility utilizes the latest BIM, CNC fabrication, and
project management technologies, assuring their clients high quality, competitively priced structural steel fabrications.
Dixie Southern was founded in 1976 and is a leader in competitively priced steel plate fabrications. With an ASME
Accredited and UL Certified facility in Duette, FL, Dixie Southern has an established relationship with the Port of Manatee,
Port Redwing, and Port of Tampa Bay only 30 miles from the facility. This allows for efficient shipment by barge.
In addition to offering fabricated steel plate products such as ASME pressure vessels and API shop fabricated tanks,
they also provide fabrication services including design and engineering, welding, heat treatment (PWHT), non-destructive
examination, and painting/coating/lining.
To learn more, visit southeasternconst.com and dixiesouthern.com.
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